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on a question which I also intended to put, with
regard to the transfer of law and order, and you gave
us your opinion. May I ask you whether there is a
general feeling in the police force which coincides
with your opinion ?— • Yes, a very strong opinion
throughout the force.	.
 260.	In all the executive ranks ? — Certainly.
 261.	I suppose you have got the C.I.D. in the
Bombay Presidency ? — Yes, one in Karachi which
deals with Sind, one in Bombay confined to cases in
the Bombay City,   and  another in  Poona  which
administers the rest of the Presidency.
 262.	Is there any sort of Imperial C.I.D. force ? —
Yes ; it is not a C.IJD. but it is a bureau collecting
and disseminating opinion.
 263.	Would you consider that this Imperial bureau
of the C.I.D. is another reason for not transferring
! law and order ? — It might bear slightly on the point. You could not transfer that.
264.	You could not transfer that and you will
have to divide the police force ? — It is an added
difficulty.
 265.	Dr. Suhrawardy :   Is it not a fact that the
period of reforms, 1920-28, roughly corresponds with
the period when the gentle apostles of non-violence
and the fiery preachers of the Khilafat were going
about the country preaching their doctrines, I mean
the non-co-operation movement ? — Yes, it coincided,
 266.	You said in reply to Dr. Gour that one of
the causes of the intensification of communal tension
is the illusion of the political leaders of the Hindu and
Muslim communities ? — Yes.
 267.	May I take it that you mean that the in
tensification  of  communal  tension  is   due   to   the
reaction which has followed that illusion ? — I think
it is a contributory cause.
 268.	You have in my opinion rightly stated that
the temples and mosques and  processions  existed
prior to the Montagu -Chelmsford reforms.    May I
mention one other factor, namely, Bakr-Id, the annual
sacrifice during Bakr-Id ?    May I ask you if there
were communal riots due to music before mosques
or Bakr-Id prior to the introduction of the Montagu-
Chelmsford reforms in this Presidency ? — There must
have been.   I cannot *.ecollect any ;   it is ten years
ago.
 269.	May I take it that you do not attribute the
scramble for appointments due to the Indianisation
of services and communal representation as the main
cause for the increase of communal tension ? — No ;
I have never thought that.
 270.	If I am not mistaken, you said in reply to
Lord Burnham that the communal prejudice against
the [District Magistrate is not so great as against
police officials ? — I do not remember having said
 271.	I thought that you said something to that
effect?— I said that I think we are fortunate in that
that we have not had any disorder at a place where
we had an Indian Magistrate and an Indian D.S.P.
 272.	Is it not a fact that in your presidency there
are Indian Hindu magistrates and Muhammadan
accused in criminal cases and vice versa where appli
cations are made for the transfer of the case -under
section 526 of the Criminal Procedure Code on the
pound that the  accused have reasonable  appre
hension that they will not have fair trial ?— There
have been cases ;  but I cannot speak from personal
experience.
The Chairman : I do not quite understand what is the nature of the-apprehensionin such cases as a rule.
Dr Suhrawardy : The apprehension is the lack of confidence ; it is the communal bias
ra " mean *"*
Dr. Suhrawardy : Yes.
oun     or     e transfer of J****** * a S* of confident the
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that  the  charges  of  corruption
-273. You
The Chairman :  Is it a ground for the transfer of
 against the police are not on the increase, and if I am -not mistaken you said that corruption implies two persons, the giver and the receiver ?—Yes.
274. Is the decline clue to the growth of public opinion or to the rise in the police morality, or both ? —It is both, I should say.
.275. Rao Bahadur Rajah : You are an experienced police officer. You said that, you as a police officer would look to efficiency first ?—My primary object would be to see to efficiency.
 276.	I suppose you know that the members of the
depressed classes have  proved  themselves  as  very
good soldiers in the army ?—Yes.
 277.	Therefore it  naturally  follows  that  if they
are appointed as policemen they wouUl In- an efficient
police force ?—It does  not  follow  at   all.    It is  a.
different type of duty entirely.
 278.	You   said   that  in   cases  of   einer#rm"y   you
requisition military force, ami J suppose that in'the
military force there are both  members of the de
pressed classes and caste men ?     I dart* say, yes.
 279.	And you do not requisition  the services  of
the caste men alone during the  riots r - That   con
sideration  has never  arisen.    The  consideration   of
untouchability does not exist.    There is nothing in
the nature of house-to-house search in mh h cases.
 280.	So in such eases where there is need for house-
to-house  search   you  do  not   requisition   their  ser
vices ?—It is a possible source of complaint.
 281.	You know the Queen's  Proclamation states
that no subject of Her Majesty shall by reason of
colour or caste or creed be debarred from any post
to which he is entitled by his alxhty, honesty and
integrity to aspire ?—Efficiency depends verv largely
upon the degree to which the p*-oplv of  the other
castes would allow him to be etnen'nt,
 282.	I should like to know whether when a man
proves himself to be a good solider, he cannot prove:
himself as  a  good   policeman   also r-* You  cannot
compare them, because the two duties are. so ditiereiit.
28$. Do you think, Mr. Griffith, that the present proportion of European and Indian officers in the higher grades if disturbed would affect the efficiency of the police ?—Not if it is done gradually ami as we get suitable material.
 289.	Can you pleaae tell me if in your Presidency
you take people from other provinces into yowr de
partment ?    THat is,  do  you  recruit  people  from
other provinces ?—Yes.
 290.	Mostly from what province ?—Mostly from
our own province and we get some from the United
Provinces and some from the Punjab.    Tliere are a.
number of sub-inspectors in Sind coming from the
Punjab.    An officer has got to be resident in Bombay
for three years before he is eligible for service.
 291.	Do you think yoa can effectively protect the
minorities  in   times  of  disturbance,   especially   in
isolated places ?—It is very difficult.
 292.	But it is your duty to protect them.    What
means  do  you  suggest  for   protecting   them ?—I
thought you meant protection to individuals.    I was-
thinking, for instance, of picketing in labour unrest.
That is a very difficult thing to deal with ;   it is a
case in point.
 293.	Do you think that within your experience you
have come across cases in which the minorities are
absolutely at the mercy of the majority community ?
.—They are to a very great extent, certainly,
 294.	Does the police force have a large proportion,
of educated men ?—I forget what the proportion is.
298. There are some educated constables ?~~Yes. We take no one who is not educated to a certain extent, say, the fourth standard.
there:
296. Sardar Shivdev Singh Uforoi ; I would invite your attention to page 240 of the memorandum submitted by the Government of Bombay.* It refers to-the Indianisation of the police service. It is stated the™ - xhe Lee Commission recommended that
* Vol. VII.	'

